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Universal Bioenergy, Inc. (UBRG) is an alternative energy company engaged in 
development and marketing of a wide range of natural and alternative energy products, 
including natural gas, solar, synthetic fuels, biofuels, wind, wave, tidal, and green 
technology products. 

NDR Group LLC

In April 2010 the company acquired majority stake in NDR Group LLC. Since the 
acquisition Universal Bioenergy/NDR  has secured  contracts to supply Gas to Nations 
Major Utilities and Power producers that include Southern California Gas Co., Pacific Gas 
& Electric, Baltimore Gas & Electric, Memphis Light Gas & Water, CenterPoint Energy 
Resources Corp., Duke (Ohio & Kentucky), Southern Co., Michigan Consolidated,Entergy 
(Texas & Gulf States), and the National Grid.

Record Sales

For the year 2010 Universal Bioengergy (UBRG) reported over $55 Million Dollars in 
revenues. The company's marketing arm (NDR) continue to gain market share, its 
customers base now stands at 22 major customers.  The company recently announced a 
record First Quarter results for 2011. Revenues for the First Quarter exceeded $22.5 
Million Dollars. A remarkable growth compared to the same quarter of 2010 when the 
company has reported Zero revenues.

The Revenue Picture 

Management is very upbeat and expecting the robust growth to continue for the rest of the 
year and beyond.  The first quarter results indicate that the company is on its way to a 
projected 100% growth in revenues for the year 2011. read more

Stock is on a Tear

This rapid increase in revenues from its NDR subsidiary and, Oil & Gas exploration and 
acquisition activity by its parent company, Universal Bioenergy has not gone unnoticed. 
This positive development caught the attention of investors who sent the stock to 52 WK 
Highs!  A remarkable more than 50% gain in stock price happened in just one week.

Our View

Soaring Oil prices, solid domestic demand for Gas and large customer base that include 
Nations top Tier 1 Utilities. The record revenues of the past year and the latest quarter 
suggest that the management is doing something right to gain market share. We believe 
the company is most likely to continue the rapid pace of growth for the rest of the year. 

http://www.universalbioenergy.com/
http://oxbridgeresearch.com/docs/UBRG.pdf
http://www.google.com/finance?q=PINK:UBRG


Based up on the reported revenues for the First Quarter of 2011, its fair to say the 
company could increase revenues by 100% for the year 2011, keep in mind that the 
company has record revenues of over $55 Million Dollars in 2010. 

Disclosure/Disclaimer: This report/profile is for information purposes ONLY, and should NOT be considered a solicitation to buy or 
sell stock or any security. OxBridge Research and its affiliates does not guarantees its accuracy or make warranties regarding results 
from using the information contain in this report or other digital communication means and methods used to communicate. OxBridge 
receives compensation from the company, and/or a third party, which may have beneficial ownership interest, for procuring and 
publishing this report/profile and providing investor awareness campaign. OxBridge is expecting a payment of nine thousand dollars. 
Redistribution without prior written permission is prohibited.

Forward-Looking Statement and Disclaimer/Disclosure: 
The statements in the press release that relate to the Company's expectations with regard to the 
future impact on the Company's results from acquisitions or actions in development are forward-
looking statements within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. The 
statements in this document may also contain "forward-looking statements" within the meaning of 
Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933 and Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. 
Forward-looking statements are subject to risks, uncertainties, and other factors that could cause 
actual results to differ materially from those contained in such statements. 

Our Analysts are directly compensated by us on a per report basis, never on the basis of their 
recommendations. Analysts are not permitted to accept any monetary compensation or other 
consideration from the companies they cover. The Views and Opinions expressed are of Analyst's 
own.

OxBridge Research is NOT a Broker-Dealer or a Financial Adviser. This report is for information purposes 
ONLY, and should NOT be considered a solicitation to buy or sell stock or any security. Consult your Financial Adviser 
before investing.

OxBridge Research and its affiliates have been  retained by the company to advise, design and 
implement new communication strategies to enhance investor awareness and engagement. 
The Agreement calls for OxBridge and its affiliates for Release and Dissemination of Reports, publish corporate profiles, industry 
news and views on their websites, blogs, social media outlets. In addition OxBridge will design and launch direct ad and email  
campaigns. We are being compensated for the expenses incurred and services provided by the company.  Therefore, there is an 
inherent conflict of interest and our views are not free from bias. These compensations could be in the form of cash or company 
shares.

OxBridge bears no responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of the Report and is under no 
obligation to update in the future. OxBridge did not and has no resources to make an independent 
investigation or inquiry to determine the accuracy of any information contained in this report. 
 OxBridge  and its affiliates do not guarantee its accuracy or make warranties regarding results from using the information contain in 
this report/profile or information contained in any communications published or delivered through any means and methods used to 
communicate. 

OxBridge Research always strive to follows all applicable State and Federal Laws, including the 
CANNSPAM Act and other SEC Regulations, which include truthful information and forward looking 
statements, made by the company which are deemed to be accurate and are publicly disclosed by 
the company, as required by the FD regulations. We are a 100% SEC, Reg FD, Sec Act of 1933, 
section 17(b) compliant firm 


